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Various tools and interfaces are required to realize the vision of a 
Translator ecosystem

Many Semantic Web technologies exist, but they remain hard to find and 
deploy

Data providers could benefit from additional guidance to expose their 
structured data with Translator-compliant interfaces

Transformation workflows are usually implemented per case and can be hard 
to reconfigure

Problems

https://github.com/w3c/EasierRDF
https://github.com/w3c/EasierRDF


Data2Services

A Command Line Interface for building and deploying 
standards-compliant (RDF) Knowledge Graphs 
with a bundle of programmatic and user interfaces.



Data2Services

Scale in cluster

In development: deploy on 
multiple nodes in a cluster 
with Kubernetes or OpenShift

Test on local machine

Container-based deployment 
of services and workflows on a 
Linux or MacOS laptop 💻

Deploy on single server

Container-based deployment 
of services and workflows on 
a single Linux server 

Tested on

http://kubernetes.io/
https://www.openshift.com/












Mapping COHD to BioLink RDF
Mappings defined in the project folder in datasets/cohd/mapping

RML mappings 
for associations

SPARQL Insert 
mappings 
for concepts

Map generic RDF 
generated from input 
data structure

Better for 
scalability

Better to join 
files/tables

https://github.com/MaastrichtU-IDS/d2s-transform-template/tree/master/datasets/cohd/mapping


Accessible through a Reasoner API

Built using Spring Boot 
framework



Live demo

Web UI to access the TReK Knowledge Graph through different interfaces 
(Reasoner API, SPARQL)

http://trek.semanticscience.org

API at http://api.trek.semanticscience.org 

http://trek.semanticscience.org
http://api.trek.semanticscience.org


Documentation

https://d2s.semanticscience.org

Tool on PyPi

https://pypi.org/project/d2s 

pip install d2s 

https://d2s.semanticscience.org
https://pypi.org/project/d2s/
https://pypi.org/project/d2s
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Implement
Monarch Dipper? 

Scale PyShEx
for bulk load

Convert with 
rdf2neo

Use Comunica?

Argo workflows
Operator 

Framework

Improve 
parallelism

Implement TranQL?
translator-testing-framework?

Future developments


